Bus #27
Elementary/Middle/High School

Leave 6:38 am

East on Stowell /Bigelow to Plank (TL) to Stewart (TR) begin loading
to Ida-Maybee (TL)
North to Day (TL)
Surfwood (TR) loading at Weldwood, Plankweld and Redwood (TL)
To Day (TL) Pick up at 8811 Day driveway in am then circle back thru subdivision
To Day (TR)
West to Sheets (TL)
South to Stewart (TR)
West to Plank (TL)
South to Bigelow (TR)
S. West to Radka (TR) Begin Loading
West to Dundee Azalia (TL)
Stop Loading, Return to School

NOTE: In PM, Dundee Azalia to Rogers (TR), to Covell (TL), to Radka (TR), to Stowell (TL), to Plank (TL), to Stewart Rd (TR) and run remainder of route the same as AM

*STUDENT MAY BE ASKED TO WALK TO CERTAIN PICK-UP POINTS*
*This route may have changes due to riders locations*

9/16 gc